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Abstract 
This work deals with the strong stability of finite element approximations in a neigh- 
borhood of each isolated eigenvalue of finite multiplicity. We prove the equivalence 
between a finite element approximation of the variational formulation of a differential 
eigenelements problem and a projection method on the inverse problem. Conversely, 
some discretizations of the inverse problem, such as the Sloan approximation of compact 
integral operators, are shown to be equivalent to a certain finite element method on the 
differential problem. 
I. General Features. 
Let (E,< -,. >e) be a Hilbert space over the complex field C. (H, < *, - >a) is 
another Hilbert space over 6’ such that H c E and there exists c > 0 satisfying Vu E JY 
Ilulls 5 c1141~, where II - lb -d II - II a are the norms induced by the inner products of 
E and H respectively. Let D E E be a linear subspace of JY dense in (E,I( * II=). We 
consider the eigenvalue problem corresponding to a closed operator L defined on D : 
(14 Find X cd: and 4 E D such that Ld = X4, Q # OS. 
Let a : R x H -47 be a sesquilinear form such that 
Vu E D Vu E H o(u, v) =< Lu, u >s . 
We shall suppose that a satisfies the following standard conditions: 
3a > 0 such that Vu E H CX~~U~~~ 5 Re u(u, u), 
3P > 0 such that Vu,v E H la(u,v)l 5 PIIu[IH ~~v~~~~ 
There exist a bounded linear operators A, B E f (II) such that 
V(U,V)EHXH a(u, v) =< Au, v >I,, 
<u,v>jj =<Bu,v>~. 
The variational eigenvalue problem associated to (1.1) is 
(1.3) 
FindXEb:and+Easuchthat 
vu E H o(4,u)=X<4,u>s, 4#0,. 
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or equivalently, 
(1.2) FindXECand#EHsuchthat (A-XB)d=OH, +#O,. 
2. Finite Element Approximations and Projection Methods. 
Let H, be an n dimensional subspace of H. The associated finite element approxi- 
mation to (1.2) is 
(24 
Find X, EC and q&, E H,, such that 
Vv E H,, 44n*u) =k <fPn,v>ls, &#hf. 
If we 6~ an ordered basis e, = (ej,a);_ I in H,, then (2.1) becomes 
Find X, EC and t,, = (&,n)Tt, E 6’” such that 
(2.2) 
or equivalently, 
(A(“) - X,Bc”‘)& = 0, &, # 0 
where the coefficients in line i column j of matrices A(“), B(“) follow easily. Following 
[8] we may interpret (2.2) in terms of projections. Let A, be the H-orthogonal projection 
onto H,,. We define the restricted Galcrkin approzimation to A E f(H) : 
A, = bran,,,,, : H,, *H,,. 
lfp= a/p’ and G, :vEH,,I-+G,v=~-pA,vthen 
Vu E H, IIGn~llrr 5 ~lbll~ 
so that A, has a continuous inverse. Moreover, 
We now consider the sequence of projections onto H,, : 
w, = A;’ ?r,,A : H + H. 
Note that if s, is pointwise convergent to I, then so is w,. 
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If L has a bounded inverse T E f(E), th e inverse eigenvalue problem of (1.1) is 
(2.3) Find p EC and q5 E E such that T+ = p$, q3 # 0s. 
Note that Vu E H Bu = ATu. The Projection Method on (2.3) with the projections 
w, is 
(2.4) Find~,Ed:snd~,EH,suchthatT,~,=~,d,, d,#Os. 
where T,' = w,T, the projection approximation to T. Then 
A, ATA = ~ncAc4,., 
Vu E H, ~~(h,u) =< 4n,u >B, 
that is to say (l/j&,,4,,) EC x H,, is a solution of (2.1). 
The strong stability (i e the convergence of eigenvalues and invariant subspaces with 
preserntion of algebraic multiplicities) of a sequence of pointwise convergent approxi- 
mations T,, to T at isolated nonzero eigenvalues of T with finite algebraic multiplicity is 
ensured, for example, if (cf (21, (41 and (71) 
This is the case of the sequence T,, = T,' if A, is pointwise convergent to IX and if T is 
compact (cf [8)). 
Let ii, be the E-orthogonal projection onto H,, and (p, , $J,) EC x H,, a solution of 
The Sloan approximation associated with $J,, is (cf [l]) 
and satisfies 
T,“!k =WiJIa, 4, #OH, 
where T,” = Tii,, the Sloan approximation to T. Then &, E TH,, c D and 
Vu E rr, a($,, , ~1 
so that &, corresponds to the mixed finite element approximation based upon TH,, as 
solution subspace and H,, as test functions. Again, T, = T," satisfies (2.5) when ii, is 
pointwise convergent to 1s and T is compact. 
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